SECTION ON MINORITY GROUPS
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN
LAW SCHOOLS

1974 Section Officers

Chairman: Walter J. Leonard
           Assistant Dean &
           Special Assistant to the President
           Harvard University

Executive Committee: Derrick A. Bell, Jr. (Harvard)
                      Harry T. Edwards (Michigan)
                      Nathaniel E. Godzansky (Emory)
                      Joyce A. Hughes (Minnesota)
                      Robert B. McKay (New York)
                      Oliver Morse (Howard)
                      Cruz Reynoso (New Mexico)

Program Coordinator: Ralph R. Smith (Pennsylvania)

1975 Section Officers

Chairman: Derrick A. Bell, Jr.
           Professor of Law
           Harvard University

Vice-Chairman: Harry T. Edwards
               Professor of Law
               University of Michigan

Executive Committee: Charles T. Duncan (Howard)
                     Anita L. Glasco (Southwestern)
                     Nathaniel E. Godzansky (Emory)
                     Walter J. Leonard (Harvard)
                     Peter J. Liacouras (Temple)
                     Cruz Reynoso (New Mexico)
                     Ralph R. Smith (Pennsylvania)